DAYS OF
YOUR LIVES
10 Years
Telling
Your Stories

Encapsulating a decade in a few pages may be a fool’s
errand, but we’ve been called worse. Here’s a look at some
of the biggest news and happenings over the past 10 years.
MARKET FORCE IS

Corporate-level radio shakeups, acquisitions and mergers have
earned headlines throughout the last decade. In 2006 it was
Clear Channel going private, Cumulus buying Susquehanna
and Citadel grabbing Disney. CBS Radio also sold stations in
10 markets. The next year, Clear Channel sold 400 of its stations
and Cumulus went the private route.
Public sector upheaval saw stock prices falling in multiple
years. Cumulus’s 2011 purchase of Citadel could be viewed as a
precursor to poor showings on Wall Street and the 2015 management transition from Lew and John Dickey to current CEO Mary
Berner. Our coverage came full-circle earlier this year with an
in-depth look at the 20th anniversary of the Telecom Act of 1996.
An excerpt:
Retired U.S. Senator Larry Pressler (R-SD) authored
the l996 law and the original signed copies hang on
the wall of his Washington office. Despite appearances,
the prospect of excessive consolidation loomed large
as the legislation was being crafted. “I was afraid of too
much consolidation,” Pressler recalls. “People suggested that would be addressed with antitrust enforcement,
but no recent president of either party has enforced
antitrust laws. That’s part of the problem. It’s not the
Telecom Bill.”

Sign Of The Times:
President Bill Clinton (l) electronically signs The
Telecommunications Act of 1996
Inadequate antitrust enforcement, Pressler says, can
be laid at the feet of special interests. “It’s the power of
big business and big labor,” he argues. “[Communications Workers of America] were as equally greedy as any
of the companies were. So I’ve got a bad flavor in my
mouth that we’ve allowed so much consolidation.”
Pressler believes the positive aspects of Telecom far
outweigh the negatives. “I’m pretty satisfied,” he contends. “I did the best I could and I think it’s a great piece
of legislation. It divided up the pie in ways it hadn’t
been before and let more people get more pieces of it.”
Pressler is not bothered by criticism that the law gave too
many breaks to big companies. “It takes a big company
to put up a satellite or lay fiber optic cable to India,” he
explains, both of which have been aided by the relaxed
regulations in the law. “We tried to create a whole host of
opportunities for other businesses.”
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LOVE STORY

When Big Machine’s Scott Borchetta offered two empty upstairs
offices to the early coffee shop-based Country Aircheck, we didn’t
know we’d occasionally bump into a teenage nobody named
Taylor Swift. A good bit of ink was devoted to her rise over those
first several years, as in the excerpt from 2009 below. Of course
her departure from Country for world domination as a pop star is
a bittersweet end to the tale. All she had to do was stay.
Three years ago, Twitter was something a bird did,
Barack Obama was a ridiculous long shot and Taylor
Swift was a relative unknown. One of them, certainly,
has become the internationally renowned face of a nation ... and that Barack guy’s done okay, too.
Swift’s rise from a Hendersonville High School desk to
the top of the entertainment world may be the most improbable success story in the history of country music. Improbable, except to those who’ve seen it up close and, most

significantly, had the pleasure of getting to know Taylor.
Becoming the best-selling all-genre recording artist,
launching a widely acclaimed headlining tour, hosting Saturday Night Live, taking her show to Europe and
Australia, and lining several shelves with awards are astounding accomplishments. But they pale in comparison to – and
perhaps owe part of their existence to – the uncanny focus,
maturity and grace exhibited by a woman who this month
celebrates her twentieth birthday.
The trail of warm personal interactions she’s left
behind and her continuing gratitude toward Country
radio and all who have supported her reveal a level of
understanding beyond expectations. Can Taylor sustain
this kind of growth? Not likely. About as unlikely as the
idea of that kid doodling lyrics in a school notebook signing a record deal, releasing a single and three years later
becoming CMA Entertainer of the Year.

We Are Nashville: A full reckoning of the May 2010 Tennessee flood may
not be possible for years to come. Even then, the scope of its effect on the
region – its environment, economy and people – will be difficult to fully
articulate; everything changed. And everyone with more than a passing
involvement was changed.
That story is impossible to tell without mentioning the country artists who raised their voices from the flyover and urged oil-and-fizzleobsessed networks to let the rest of the nation know. Our neighborhood stars organized telethons, benefits and wrote sizeable checks that
made them in every respect exactly like the thousands of Volunteers who
weren’t about to wait around for help from someone or somewhere else.

CHANGE AGENTS

Transitions have been a constant over the past 10 years. Sony
and the RCA Label Group merged and KZLA left Los Angeles
without Country radio in our first year. The next year, KKGO/
Los Angeles signed on as we reported the continuing slide of
CD sales. Sirius and XM merged (2009), as did big names into
country: Jessica Simpson, Kid Rock, Kevin Costner and Darius
Rucker among them. In 2009, CRS turned 40 and the Class of

an established business at some point needs to know
if there’s a Tootsie Roll of cash at the center of those
new hires, third-party vendors, dollars, hours and hype.
Don’t they?
For a moment in 2012, A&R looked like it had moved entirely into a function of television with The Voice, American
Idol and other shows spawning scores of new artists – not to
mention raising the profiles for established country performers.
That same year, Universal acquired EMI and brought Capitol
and EMI Nashville, as well as honcho Mike Dungan, under
the same roof as MCA and Mercury.
iHeartMedia anointed Bobby Bones and Cumulus added
America’s Morning Show as national programming through
all dayparts dramatically changed Country radio (2013). The
latter bowed on WNSH, which brought Country back to New
York after an 11-year absence. Nash Icon heralded a shift in
Classic Country and a new take on the current/gold hybrid that
continues to be felt today.
Through it all, we chronicled life’s final transition. George
Jones, Merle Haggard, Jack Lameier and Rusty Walker are just
a few of the luminaries who will never leave our hearts.

SALAD DAYS

House & Galante
‘89 turned 20. Sony’s Joe Galante and WSIX/Nashville morning
fixture Gerry House moved on and Lyric Street Records shut its
doors (2010). We also chronicled the increasing role of managers
in multiple facets of artist careers (2011):
Not only is the concept of dedicating a management
staffer to radio not new, it’s being employed more
frequently. The reasons behind the shift are numerous,
including the continuing decline of the record company
as a center of power. At the same time, label promotion
teams still take the lead with music, which can make
navigating the artist-manager-label dynamic tricky.
Also in 2011, Clear Channel launched the iHeartRadio Music Festival, Pandora and other digital challengers reared up at
radio and Sugarland’s stage collapsed in Indianapolis. More
programmers with pop backgrounds transitioned to Country, as
chronicled in a 2012 issue.
KKWF/Seattle’s Mike Preston: I heard, “You can’t
spin records that hot.” Wrong. You can. Or, “People
won’t accept the energy or the intensity of what you’re
doing.” Wrong on that, too.
The rise of social media also drew attention (2012) in “The
Social Media Emperor’s New Clothes.”
In a new twist on the old “How many licks does it take
to get to the center” question, businesses are starting to
ask themselves how many tweets it takes to make dollarone in the social media space. (Hint: The necessary
calculations might have tied Einstein in knots.)
Radio stations, artists, managers and anyone else with

Two months before Consultant Keith Hill’s infamous “the
tomatoes of our salad are the females” comment in Country
Aircheck Weekly touched off a media firestorm, our CRS issue
featured arguably the most in-depth analysis of women in country ever conducted.

“Drinks After Work”), WSIX/Nashville’s Michael Bryan
and BBR Music Group EVP Jon Loba (pictured) offered
thoughtful perspective, shared a few laughs and came to
agreement on more than a few points.
Is gender disparity something we need to fix? If so, how?
MB: I don’t think we do it for the sake of diversity. We
do it for the sake of great music.
NH: I totally agree with you.
KF: I totally agree with you, too.
MB: Would it be great if it was a 50/50 balance between
male and female? Awesome, but the marketplace has
said that’s not the case yet. And if the songs are great, it
will be.
KF: The first order of business is finding these artists;
they’re out there somewhere. The next is getting radio
to push through on people like Kacey [Musgraves]. It
might take a little bit longer to get a female all the way
up the charts and it might not research, but maybe we
could just go with our gut a little longer sometimes. Encourage young women songwriters to write their heart
and stop putting boundaries on themselves. Encourage
the labels to do the same thing. Give these girls some
room to do what they do. Stop editing them, changing
their hair color and worrying about the photo shoot
before we worry about the music. Let’s not put the cart
before the horse. I know the numbers aren’t encouraging, but I think it’s about to turn. There’s music coming.
JL: I completely agree with almost everything you say.
With respect to labels, we obviously haven’t been getting it right, so let’s give them that room and freedom.
Now’s the time to take the chance. We’ve been at this
for how long, so let’s find strong brands and identities
and strong women with something to say. Having more
women involved in that will help – taking a shot on a
female producer, getting more female writers in town.
From that, will be born what we’re all looking for.
NH: It’s fixing itself. Just having this discussion is important. People are talking about it online all the time. To
reiterate what Karen said, let’s nurture female artists and
instead of changing them, make them stars because of
the great attributes they already have. I don’t think it’s
going to happen overnight, but I think we’re making
just a little bit of progress.

RATE EXPECTATIONS

Country Aircheck dives deep into the numbers,
speaking with scores of radio and music professionals in
pursuit of clarity. Capping the effort is this roundtable
discussion with a record executive, program director,
artist and songwriter. Little Big Town’s Karen Fairchild,
songwriter Natalie Hemby (“White Liar,” “Pontoon,”

To the surprise of exactly no one, ratings have been a central
focus of this trade’s coverage. As history has shown, formatwide ratings rise and fall. In 2008, a story titled “Mountain
Or Molehill” looked at the precipitous drop in Fall ‘07 shares.
Three years later, “Sonic Boom” found programmers gushing
about new music as ratings climbed.
“Personally, I feel the music is much stronger, but my
feelings really don’t play into it,” he said consultant Gerry
McCracken. “The research shows the music is stronger.
We’re seeing new music testing better, and it’s testing better more quickly.”
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Reporting stations have played 1,343
different songs by 306 artists a total of
121,127,520 times in the 10 years since
Country Aircheck debuted its first Mediabase Country chart on August 21, 2006
and the chart of August 22, 2016. (All information included here is based on songs
that charted within that time frame.) More
than 18 million of those plays went to
artists on Capitol, which
ranks No. 1 on the “top
labels of CA’s decade”
list with 15.1% of the
spins. Powering Capitol
to a six percentage point
margin of victory over
No. 2 Arista are three
artists in our Top 10 – Luke Bryan (4),
Keith Urban (8) and Lady Antebellum (9).
Arista’s Carrie Underwood (3) and Brad
Paisley (7) led that label’s charge.
The top artist of CA’s decade is Jason
Aldean. His songs collected more than
4.8 million plays, almost 600,000 more
airings than those by our No. 2, Kenny
Chesney. Carrie Underwood is the most-

played – and only – female artist in our
Top 10, placing third. Two groups cracked
our Top 10. Zac Brown Band checked in
at No. 6 while Lady Antebellum comes in
at No 10.
Kenny Chesney and Tim McGraw tied
for the most charted songs among the
1,343 that made at least the Top 50 in our
decade, with 27. Also in the “20-hit club”
are Jason Aldean,
Brad Paisley and
Keith Urban
(25); Carrie
Underwood, Toby
Keith and Blake
Shelton (23); Luke
Bryan and Rascal
Flatts (22); Dierks Bentley (21); and, Miranda Lambert and Eric Church (20).
Leading the Top 100 Songs of CA’s
Decade is Rodney Atkins, with “Watching
You” coming in as the most-played song of
our 10 years. It led Underwood’s “Before
He Cheats” by more than 20,000 plays.
Forty-five different artists contributed songs
in the Top 100 of our 10 years. Aldean ties

A DECADE
OF HITS

DAYS OF YOUR LIVES
In “Settle For A Slowdown” (June, 2016), year-over-year
PPM ratings declines are blamed primarily on the music. As one
PD said, “The new songs just aren’t testing.”
The ebb and flow of country’s popularity are a concern at one
level, but pale next to radio’s almost ingrained questioning of
methodology, sample rates and ratings technology. In short, PPM
has been arguably the biggest story in Country Aircheck history.
From rollout stories in 2006 and 2007 to challenges from
minority station owners in 2008, PPM coverage shifted to
nuts-and-bolts. We analyzed how radiothons performed under
meter methodology in 2009 and asked programmers to share
programming secrets the following year:
Even in dog years, the People Meter knowledge
base is a few years shy of adolescence. Still, radio’s
brightest minds are chewing through the reams of
data Arbitron spits out each week looking for the connections, patterns and keys to ratings victory.
“Don’t overreact,” one unnamed PD said. “The
natural reaction is to strip your radio station down
to nothing. We all did it as we came on board as new
PPM markets. Don’t let the entertainment and magic
get sucked out of your station. Don’t cut your station
back at the expense of your brand.”
In 2010, we ominously noted top talent leaving Country
radio in droves.
If you’ve paid any attention to Country radio over
the last 20 years, you know the names. Hudson & Harrigan. Ichabod & Scallops. Lee Rogers. Rick “Bubba”
Taylor. And in the markets where these and many
other personalities have built their careers, the listeners know them as well. But radio’s difficult economics,
the advent of PPM with its attendant emphasis on
music over talk and many other factors have resulted
in a parade of prominent departures.
The perhaps cruel punctuation to all the upheaval wrought
by PPM came in our 2015 roundup of the year’s top stories.
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ZBB for the most songs in our Top 100 with
seven. Atkins and Bryan each had six tunes
in our decade’s Top 100. Chesney placed
third with five.
In the 10 years Country Aircheck has
been publishing the Mediabase Country
chart, there have been 360 No. 1 songs by
76 different artists. Posting the most No. 1s
over our decade is Shelton. His 19 charttoppers covered 30 weeks. He’s followed
by Underwood, who notched 18 No. 1s
that spent 26 weeks on top. Luke Bryan
and Kenny Chesney are next, both with 16
No. 1s. Luke’s hits have spent 26 weeks
on top, while Kenny holds the title for most
weeks in the penthouse with 33. Aldean
and Paisley are next with 15 No. 1s; both
were on top for 23 weeks.
Next up are ZBB, 14 No. 1s for 21
weeks; Urban, 13 for 16; and, Taylor
Swift, 11 for 16. Rounding out our Top
10 with a tie at 10 No. 1s are Rascal
Flatts (17 weeks) and Florida Georgia
Line (13 weeks). And, a tip-o’-the-hat to
Atkins. He spent 14 weeks at No. 1 with
five hit singles.

TOP ARTISTS OF THE DECADE
by airplay spins in millions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Jason Aldean
Kenny Chesney
Carrie Underwood
Luke Bryan
Blake Shelton
Zac Brown Band
Brad Paisley
Keith Urban
Lady Antebellum
Tim McGraw

4.8
4.2
4.1
4.0
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.7
3.0
3.0

TOP LABELS OF THE DECADE
by chart share

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Capitol
15.1%
Arista
9.1%
WMN
6.7%
MCA
6.1%
RCA
6.0%
Big Machine
5.6%
Curb
5.3%
Mercury
5.3%
BBR
5.1%
Republic Nashville 4.5%

Forget the year. Voltair processor-induced questions about PPM encoding may be the biggest
radio story of the last decade. Moving from diary
ratings to meter technology in 2007 was intended
to remove much of the ambiguity from radio’s audience report card – at least in the top 50 markets.
Programmers were confident in the technology
and quickly adopted its lessons, one of the most

Where’s Your Other Hand: Possibly our favorite reader-submitted photo ever, as WUSY/
Chattanooga’s Gator Harrison, Styckman and
Cowboy Kyle celebrate their 2013 ACM win.

dramatic being listeners’ aversion to talk. Spoken
word formats saw declines and music format morning shows began upping their song count. And then
Voltair came along. Its developers claimed program-

ming that was quiet, marked by silence or weak in
a certain frequency range did a poor job of carrying PPM code – and that their box “enhanced the
detectability.” Better encoding, the thinking went,
meant better ratings.
With many convinced Voltair was doing exactly what
it proposed, questions turned to years of decisionmaking based not on programming content, but its
audio characteristics. “Where it gets [hairy] is when we
decide not to do artist interviews and stay away from
any longer talk segment regardless of how compelling,”
consultant Becky Brenner said in July. Max Media/
Norfolk VP/GM Dave Paulus wondered if talent and
airplay decisions were influenced. “The best music and
announcers should be on the air and rewarded for
their popularity,” he said. “But the measurement has
to be based on true popularity. You see these Voltairs
working and wonder, has that been the case?”
The specter of PPM methodology concerns hovers over our
lead piece in this issue, as well.
CAC
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